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1. Jim’s   
background 1980s

Did not see the 
collapse of the Soviet 
Union coming

1990s

DARPA-sponsored 
High Performance 
Computing research 
(programming 
languages)

2000s

Studied Internet 
structure and 
performance at 
Renesys; learned 
from network 
operators at NANOG, 
MENOG, ENOG

2010s

Changed tracks; data 
science, 
macroeconomic 
modeling, investment 
advisory at 
DeepMacro

2020s

To Be Determined



2.  Parallel tracks toward today’s Internet 
1985: Akademset’ network for hard sciences collaboration links Moscow, 
Leningrad, Kiev, Riga, Novosibirsk…

1988: …Tallinn, Vilnius, Minsk, Sverdlovsk

1986-1990: 12th five year plan calls for 1.1M personal computers

August 1990: Relcom founded; links Moscow with Helsinki for email

1991:  70 cities have been linked at speeds up to 9600 baud

August 1991: coup against Yeltsin ‘liveblogged’  on talk.politics.soviet despite
traditional media shutdown;  USSR formally disbands in December 

1992: Sun Microsystems gifts server, known as KremlSun in homage to 
mythical Kremvax; becomes server for .SU and part of MSK-IX

1992 onward: ‘creative recycling’ of legacy Soviet infrastructure 

March 1990: first T1 line links NSFNet
with Europe (Cornell <-> CERN)

1991: First web server in the US

1986: NSFNet

1992: ISOC Founded 



3.  What happened next?
• Much of Russia’s modern Internet structure is 

determined by the chaos and entrepreneurship of 
the 1990s and early 2000s.

• The State Property Committee established 
Rostelecom in June 1992, as part of holding 
company SvyazInvest

• Regional phone companies continued to operate; 
Rostelecom had sole control of long distance
services, and inherited the national legacy 
backbone

• Rostelecom should have been the all-powerful 
Russian incumbent provider, but …



“Accidental 
Decentralization”

A number of serious competitors emerged in this period:
MTS (1994), 
Vimpelcom/Beeline (1994)
TransTelekom (1997)
MegaFon (2002)

In Jan 2006, new telecom laws cost Rostelecom their LD 
monopoly, and ‘mobile’ providers were becoming fixed line 
competitors as well.
By 2012, however, Rostelecom was finally competing for LTE 
licenses, and in 2014, was named sole Universal Service 
Operator for rural Internet services.

In this competitive environment, a very large number of 
autonomous systems flourished, and Rostelecom today has a 
less dominant position in Russia’s Internet structure than might 
have been expected, given their incumbent legacy.



Russian IPv4 on-net percentages, 2001-2022
Month Largest provider share 2nd largest 3rd largest

Note that from the 
start of our BGP routing 
table history, 
Rostelecom (fixed line 
incumbent) doesn’t 
place in the top 3 until 
2008, and doesn’t take 
the lead for good until 
2015, after the 
telecommunications 
law was amended



4.  Beyond Russia:  Regional Differences

• During the Soviet period, the 15 Union Republics were held together 
by trade networks, centrally planned prices and subsidies, and a 
common currency
• After the collapse, everything reset. Geography (connections to 

neighbors) and infrastructure (energy pipelines, rail networks) 
became the major determinants of the evolution of the Internet
• Diffferent countries reacted differently to the sudden availability of 

international transit, depending on the role of the national incumbent



Emergent Transit Watersheds

Russian Federation
Estonia

Latvia
Lithuania

Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic
Uzbekistan
Tajikistan

Belarus
Ukraine

Moldova Georgia
Armenia

Azerbaijan



• Three western routes to European Internet: North, Central, South
• Long rail routes to Eastern interconnection



Northern Route: 
Baltic/Scandinavian

Central Route: Belarus

Southern Route: Ukraine



Top Foreign providers: Baltics, 2001-2022
Lithuania Latvia               Estonia

Scandinavian transit readily available.



Foreign providers: Belarus/Ukraine/Moldova

Belarus Ukraine Moldova

??

Despite similar geography on the 
threshold of Europe, very different 
connectivity choices.  Belarus goes east 
for Russian transit; Ukraine and Moldova 
go west for tier1 connectivity. 



Foreign providers: Georgia

Month Top foreign ASN #2 #3
Evolution from satellite (NetSat, 2001) to 
Turkish (TTNet, 2006), to Azeri (Delta, 2009),
to Bulgarian (Sofia Connect, 2016) and global
backbone transit (Level3, Cogent, Telia)…

…Thanks to the Caucasus Cable System and east-
west energy pipelines.



Foreign providers: Armenia

Month Top foreign ASN #2 #3 Caucasus Cable System, Georgian, and Russian 
providers, evolving to tier1 carriers (Cogent, Telia, 
Level3, Tata)



Foreign providers: Azerbaijan

Month Top foreign ASN #2 #3 Russian providers, evolving to tier1 carriers 
(Cogent, Telia, Level3, Tata) met in Sofia (NetIX)



Top Foreign Providers: Central Asia

Kyrgyz Republic Kazakhstan                Uzbekistan              Tajikistan              Turkmenistan
Moving away 
from satellite 
is good, but 
nearly all of
the remaining 
transit for 
Central Asia is 
Russian.  

How does 
Turkmenistan 
have Tata and 
Azeri transit?



??



There seem to be many ways that alternatives to 
Russian transit could arrive in Central Asia, but to 
date they do not appear to have materialized.



5. A Quick Tour 
of Regional 
Structure

Internet ecosystems in which consumers 
and enterprises have more good choices 
are plausibly more resilient and faster-
growing

Indeed, we can see this playing out in the 
last 20 years of centralization metrics for 
the new countries that emerged from 
the collapse of the Soviet Union, at the 
birth of the Internet



Ground truth: two primary sources 

The RIPE database of autonomous systems and 
networks, to establish where small ranges of IP 
addresses believe they are (or were)

The RIPE RIS archive of diverse BGP routing table 
views from eight selected collection points:

rrc00 (Amsterdam+, 2001-) rrc14 (Palo Alto, 2005-)

rrc06 (Tokyo, 2002-) rrc16 (Miami, 2008-)

rrc12 (Frankfurt, 2004-) rrc19 (Johannesburg, 2016-)

rrc13 (Moscow, 2005- ) rrc23 (Singapore, 2017-)



What would we like to learn here?

• Internet structure/policy are visible in the historical routing data 
• Determine certain key metrics – how many autonomous systems

(ASNs)? How many announced IP address blocks (prefixes)?  
• Examine their interconnection – how many ASNs have connectivity to 

foreign providers?   Are there ASNs that are centrally important to
domestic connectivity? To international connectivity?
• Which foreign providers are in use, and what can we infer about 

paths that traffic takes?  
• What is the big picture that emerges – ’watersheds’ of connectivity?



Number of routed IPv4 Prefixes, 2001-2021
(exhaustion flattens the curve in the last decade)

Russia

Ukraine

Kazakhstan

Lithuania

**

Turkmenistan



Number of routed IPv4 prefixes, 2001-2022

Double
In ~2yrs

Double
In ~10yrs?

Approaching
“peak v4”



Number of routed IPv6 Prefixes, 2001-2021 Russia

Ukraine

Kazakhstan

Lithuania

**

Turkmenistan

Note smaller 
Y-axis 

(0-1000)



Number of routed IPv6 prefixes, 2001-2022

!!



Autonomous Systems w/IPv6 Transit
Estonia and 
Lithuania have the 
longest history, but 
in the last two years, 
all fifteen former 
republics have at 
least some 
participation in the 
global IPv6 routing 
table!



“Could it 
happen in 
your 
country?”

Renesys (2012) proposed a rule of thumb for 
judging the risk of national-scale Internet 
disconnection

A “cross-border” Internet provider is one that 
demonstrates the ability to exchange traffic with 
a foreign provider

We can count these adjacencies in the routing 
table.  Every country should have at least 40 such 
‘cross-border’ relationships to feel reasonably 
resistant to large-scale disconnection.



‘Cross-Border’ IPv4 ASNs, 2001-2022

40+: Resistant to 
Disconnection

10+: Low  Risk of 
Disconnection

3-9: Significant Risk 
of Disconnection

1-2: Severe Risk of 
Disconnection



“Provider 
dominance?”

Measure the number of IPv4/IPv6 prefixes in 
the routing table that are transited by a given 
provider.

Divide by the total number of IPv4/IPv6 prefixes 
that are originated in the given country.

The rough ‘BGP market share’ of the top 
provider should certainly be less than 70%, and 
probably less than 40% in a diverse economy.

Think of this as the percentage of a country’s 
address space that can be filtered by a single 
phone call….



Baltics:  Provider Dominance, 2001-2022



BY/UA/MD  Provider Dominance, 2001-2022



Caucasus Provider Dominance, 2001-2022

Trend is improving in KG, 
KZ; worrisome in UZ, TJ; 
improving but still highly 
concentrated in TM



Central Asian Provider Dominance, 2001-2022

Trend is improving in KG, 
KZ; worrisome in UZ, TJ; 
improving but still highly 
concentrated in TM 
(numbers are small)



Conclusions

We have barely scratched the surface for centralization 
studies, using the countries that emerged from the USSR 
collapse as a natural laboratory

Accidents of history played a part – in particular, the 10+ years 
of evolution in the Russian Federation during which there was 
no coherent incumbent force opposing entrepreneurial 
innovation

Geography is clearly a primary determinant of Internet 
ecosystem health (Caucasus Cable System, Baltic 
interconnection with Scandinavia, Ukrainian interconnection 
with Poland+Czech Republic) but not the whole story

Next steps: study content placement (local hosting, remote 
hosting, local caches of remote content) and router-level, 
rather than ASN-level, path diversity



Thank you!


